TEAL MEAL OPTIONS
NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR CHANGES

EINSTEIN BROS BAGELS
TASTY TURKEY OR VEG OUT OR THINTASTIC CLUB
CHIPS + 20 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

BAGEL + SHMEAR
20 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE OR 16 OZ. COFFEE

DUNKIN’ DONUTS
ANY COMBO ON MENU

THE LANDING
ANY SANDWICH OR SALAD
CHIPS + FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

SUBWAY
6-INCH BREAKFAST SANDWICH
HASHBROWN + 21 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE OR COFFEE

ANY EVERYDAY 6-INCH COMBO
CHIPS + 21 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

PORT CITY JAVA
ANY BAKERY ITEM + ESPRESSO BEVERAGE OR 16 OZ. COFFEE

ANY ENGLISH MUFFIN SANDWICH + 16 OZ. COFFEE

CHICK-FIL-A

CHICK-N-MINI COMBO
ANY BREAKFAST BISCUIT COMBO

REGULAR OR SPICY
CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICH COMBO
8 PIECE NUGGET COMBO
3 COUNT STRIPS COMBO

JOLE MOLE
ANY ENTREE + CHIPS
22 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

OPA!
ANY ENTREE + SIDE
22 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

SMOKED
ANY REGULAR PROTEIN + SIDE
22 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

GREENSPOT
BLT OR PLT + SIDE
22 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

ANY BURGER OR DOG + SIDE
22 OZ. FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

HAVE A SUGGESTION OR FEEDBACK FOR THE TEAL MEALS?
EMAIL US AT TEALMEAL@UNCW.EDU
ENHANCEMENTS WILL BE MADE OVER LABOR DAY WEEKEND BASED ON YOUR FEEDBACK + SUGGESTIONS!